
AI

Conversations

Every School

Should Have These

6



what is ai?

What can it do?

what can't it do?
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 things to know about ai ...

Computers/machines doing things a human normally would

Based on a dataset and trains itself on that dataset

Can create things (generative AI) and do tasks for us

Learns and improves with practice

Studies human language to know how to interact with us

Has been around for a long time before ChatGPT



How will teaching

and learning change

as ai expands?
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 At some point, we'll have to

reckon with the fact that

AI will have touched

all student work.



 
The

tide

raises

all

ships



 QUESTIONS To ask ...

How does the way students might use AI now impact the outcomes we want
them to have with their classwork? Will it change as AI evolves?

What assignments/activities will need an upgrade? An adjustment? An
overhaul?

Do our activities promote skills we believe to be less likely to be outsources
by artificial intelligence?



What does responsible

AI use look like?

Irresponsible use?
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 Using AI doesn't necessarily mean ...

Cheating Lack of

thinking

laziness





how can ai

save teachers

time?
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Lesson

planning

leveled

texts

discussion

questions

student

exemplars

grading &

feedback

emails

ieps

paperwork



 QUESTIONS To ask ...

What parts of my work are not central to what makes me special as a human
teacher? Can AI help me do those things faster/easier?

What makes me special as a human teacher that I must keep sacred?

Are there things AI can create a "first draft" for that I can adjust and modify
to use in the way I want?



what should we

be concerned

about?
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 Keep an eye out for ...

BIAS HALLUCINATIONS gaps



Key Equity Question ...
 

What happens if we

don't
model responsible

ai use?

?



What does the future

look like for

our students?
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Picture a

10-year-old

student ...
Graduates HS in 8 yrs
Graduates College in 12 yrs
What skills will be essential
to them?
What will AI be capable of?



Let's teach

with our

tomorrow

glasses.


